In the spatial channel models used in multi-antenna wireless communications, the propagation from a single-antenna transmitter (e.g., a user) to an M -antenna receiver (e.g., a Base Station) occurs through scattering clusters located in the far field of the receiving antenna array. The Angular Spread Function (ASF) of the corresponding M -dim channel vector describes the angular density of the received signal power at the array. The modern literature on massive MIMO has recognized that the knowledge of covariance matrix of user channel vectors is very useful for various applications such as hybrid digital analog beamforming, pilot decontamination, etc. Therefore, most literature has focused on the estimation of such channel covariance matrices. However, in some applications such as uplink-downlink covariance transformation (for FDD massive MIMO precoding) and channel sounding some form of ASF estimation is required either implicitly or explicitly. It turns out that while covariance estimation is well-known and well-conditioned, the ASF estimation is a much harder problem and is in general ill-posed. In this paper, we show that under additional geometrically-consistent group-sparsity structure on the ASF, which is prevalent in almost all wireless propagation scenarios, one is able to estimate ASF properly. We propose sparse dictionary-based algorithms that promote this groupsparsity structure via suitable regularizations. Since generally it is difficult to capture the notion of group-sparsity through proper regularization, we propose another algorithm based on Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) that learns this structure. We provide numerical simulations to assess the performance of our proposed algorithms. We also compare the results with that of other methods in the literature, where we re-frame those methods in the context of ASF estimation in massive MIMO.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Consider a massive MIMO system [1] with a BS with M " 1 antennas serving several single-antenna users. We assume that BS antennas lie on a Uniform Linear Array (ULA) with standard antenna spacing d " λ 2 where λ " c0 f0 denotes the wavelength with c 0 and f 0 being the speed of light and the carrier frequency, respectively. We consider a generic user and assume that the propagation between this user and the Base Station (BS) array occurs through a collection of sparse scatters (such as buildings, trees, etc.) in the Angle-of-Arrival (AoA) domain as illustrated in Fig. 1 . We consider a block-The authors are with the Communications and Information Theory Group (CommIT), Technische Universität Berlin ({yi.song, m.barzegarkhalilsarai, saeid.haghighatshoar, caire}@tu-berlin.de). fading model, widely-adopted as a wireless channel model [2] , where the channel vector of a user at a specific resource block s is given by hpsq "
where tw i psq : i P rksu and tξ i : i P rksu denote the random channel coefficients and the AoAs of the k scatterers in the channel, respectively, and where apξq denotes the array response vector at the AoA parametrized by ξ " sinpθq (in terms of the AoA θ), which for the standard array spacing is given by apξq " p1, e jπξ , e j2πξ , . . . , e jπpM´1qξ q T , where M denotes the number of BS antenna as before. We assume that the channel coefficients have a Gaussian distribution w i psq " CN p0, γ i q where γ i denotes the channel strength of the i-th scatterer. Due to the Gaussian assumption, the statistics of the channel can be fully specified by the covariance matrix of the channel vector hpsq given by
The channel model (2) is more suitable for an ideal scenario when the scatterers are specular with very narrow AoA width. In practice, however, the scatterers are physical object with finite but non-zero width, thus, it is more realistic to consider a diffuse scattering given by the continuous limit of (2) with Σ "
where γpξq is a positive function representing the density of the power of scatterer seen at a narrow AoA range rξ, ξ`dξs, arXiv:1910.13795v1 [cs.IT] 30 Oct 2019 which we call the Angular Spread Function (ASF) of the channel vector hpsq. The specular case in (2) can be obtained from this general model by approximating each specular component pγ i , ξ i q with a narrow rectangular pulse centered at ξ " ξ i and with an amplitude proportional to γ i . The modern literature on massive MIMO has recognized that the knowledge of covariance matrix of user channel vectors as in (3) is very useful for various applications in massive MIMO such as user grouping and scheduling [3] , hybrid digital analog beamforming [4] [5] [6] , pilot decontamination [7] [8] [9] [10] , and low-complexity beamforming [11] . Therefore, most literature has focused on the estimation of such channel covariance matrices. However, in some applications such as uplink-downlink covariance transformation for FDD massive MIMO precoding [12, 13] some form of ASF estimation is required either implicitly or explicitly. Also, ASF estimation allows channel sounding with an antenna array rather than with mechanically steered horn antennas as often done in nowadays practical channel measurement, thus, it yields faster and more precise channel measurements. It turns out that while covariance estimation is well-known and well-conditioned, the ASF estimation is a much harder problem and is in general ill-posed. In this paper, our goal is to estimate the ASF γ from a collection of i.i.d. channel vectors thpsq : s P rT su, where T denotes the number of the samples. These i.i.d. data can be collected by sampling the channel vectors of the user at resource blocks sufficiently separated in time, frequency, or both (separation measured in terms of the coherence time and coherence bandwidth of the channel). We denote the sample covariance of the samples thpsq : s P rT su by
Note that, for Gaussian channel vectors, p Σ is a sufficient statistics for Σ and is the only information available for ASF estimation. Unfortunately, even in the ideal case where T Ñ 8 and p Σ tends to true covariance matrix Σ in (3), the estimation of ASF is ill-posed. The main reason is that (3) is a mapping between the infinite-dim set of ASF to the finitedim set of covariance matrices, thus, there maybe many ASFs corresponding to the same covariance matrix Σ. We can see this easily in the specific case of ULA, where Σ turns out to be a positive semi-definite (PSD) Toeplitz matrix whose first column is given by σ " pσ 0 , . . . , σ M´1 q T P C M with
One can see from (5) that σ contains only the first M Fourier coefficients of γpξq. Of course, in the asymptotic scenario where the number of BS antennas M Ñ 8, one would be able to recover the ASF γ from all its Fourier coefficients in (5) , thus, from the covariance matrix Σ. However, for any finite M , as is the case in all massive MIMO implementation, the recovery of the ASF from the covariance matrix is illposed unless one imposes additional structure on the set of ASFs γpξq.
A. Contribution
In this paper, we propose a novel method for ASF estimation in massive MIMO. To make the recovery feasible, we impose additional structure on the set of ASFs by assuming that the ASFs are group-sparse in the angular domain. More precisely, as illustrated in Fig. 1 , the group-sparsity implies that a generic ASF γpξq can be decomposed as γpξq "
where It.u P t0, 1u denotes the indicator function, where tS k : k P rKsu is a group of K mutually disjoint support sets in the angular domain, and where γ k is the fraction of γ supported on S k corresponding to K scatterers. Moreover, we assume that each support set S k is a connected set, and the whole support S " Y K k"1 S k is a much smaller subset of the set of all feasible AoAs. Note that, by assuming that each S k is a connected set, we aim to promote the group-sparsity of the ASF γ, which is motivated by the fact that S k corresponds to the reflection area of a scatterer as seen from the BS antenna perspective, thus, it is a connected set (see, e.g., Fig. 1 ). For a ULA, studied in this paper, with the set of AoAs r´1, 1s, the set of supports S k , k P rKs, correspond to a collection of K non-overlapping intervals (connected sets in r´1, 1s) of the form rξ i k , ξ e k s. Fig. 1 illustrates an example of group-sparse scattering channel with K " 3 scatterers.
In this paper, we first propose a Non-Negative Least Squares (NNLS) algorithm for recovering the ASF from noisy samples. We show that although this algorithm promotes the sparsity of the ASF in the angle domain it is unable to promote the group-sparsity. Then, we modify NNLS by introducing a new type of regularization, which we prove to promote the groupsparsity of the estimated ASF. As an alternative approach, we use Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) [14] and train them using group-sparse ASFs. Our results show that interestingly DNNs are powerful enough to extract the "group-sparsity" structure from the training data, and alleviate the need for any additional regularization. Moreover, DNNs are also quite fast in computation since they do not require running time-consuming iterative optimization methods needed for regularization-based methods. We perform numerical simulations to compare the performance of our proposed methods with that of other competitive methods in the literature after re-framing them in the context of ASF estimation in massive MIMO.
B. Related Work
Interestingly, ASF estimation for the special case of ULA boils down to the well-known classical spectral estimation problem [15, 16] where the goal is to estimate the power spectral density of a scalar stationary process from its M time samples ty t : t P rM su with the following two differences: ‚ rather than time samples, one has access to the samples along the antennas given by the channel vector h " th i : i P rM su where h i denotes the sample an the antenna i.
‚ one has access to multiple (with our notation T ) i.i.d. realization of the process, namely, hpsq " th i psq : i P rM su for s P rT s, rather than the single realization ty t : t P rM su typically encountered in the spectral estimation in the classical scenario; this facilitates the ASF estimation in ULA further. Therefore, at least in theory, one can apply all the classical methods such as periodogram for the ASF estimation in ULA; we refer to [15] for the vast literature on classical spectral analysis and to [16] for more modern techniques. However, as we illustrate using numerical simulations, these methods do not suit for capturing sparsity, and in particular groupsparsity of the ASF, we address in this paper. A recent work that studies indirectly the ASF estimation for massive MIMO is [13] , which applies 2 -norm minimization followed by iterative projection in Hilbert spaces to solve the following optimization problem
where }µ} 2 " b ş 1 1 µpξq 2 dξ denotes the 2 -norm of µ, and where σ r are Fourier samples of the original ASF as in (5). As we illustrate in the simulations, also well-known in the literature, 2 -norm minimization does not promote the sparsity of the ASF, thus, it produces anti-sparse rather than sparse ASFs.
Recovery of signals under group-sparsity addressed here is also widely studied in the recent Compressed Sensing (CS) literature (see, e.g., [17, 18] and refs. therein). However, all the proposed methods exploit group-sparsity across multiple signal samples, known as Multiple Measurement Vector (MMV) problem, or for a single signal sample but assuming that the support of each group in the signal is explicitly known [17, 18] . In our case, we estimate only a single ASF, so the MMV setting is not applicable. Moreover, the support and size of each group is given by the AoA range and width of the corresponding scatter, which is a priori unknown and also changes from one scatterer to the other. As a result, the proposed CS methods are ineffective for capturing the groupsparsity we study here. To the best of our knowledge, the problem of signal recovery under the most general groupsparsity structure we study here has not been previously studied in the literature. Fortunately, we are able to tackle this problem by introducing a novel regularization technique. The key to the success of our method lies in the positivity of the ASF.
As explained before, another method we use for ASF estimation is based on DNNs [14] . DNNs have recently created a revolution in Machine Learning (ML) community and have provided a new paradigm for how ML can be adopted in a wide variety of real-world problems. Related to the wireless applications we are interested in this paper, DNNs have been applied in many wireless communication applications such as signal detection [19] , channel encoding [20, 21] , decoding [22, 23] , signal estimation [24] , and resource allocation [25] . In this paper, we use DNNs as an alternative to the groupsparsity promoting regularization we already discussed. More specifically, we train DNN such that it is able to learn the notion of group-sparsity from training samples, where afterwards we use it as a black-box algorithm that is able to estimate the group-sparse ASF from the observation of noisy channel vectors samples. This alleviates need for any group-sparsity regularization. Moreover, it has the fundamental advantage that one does not need to run any iterative algorithm, which typically requires many iteration to converge; instead one immediately computes the ASF estimate by straightforward calculations through the network, which can be done even in parallel to obtain a tremendous speed-up.
II. PROPOSED ASF ESTIMATION ALGORITHMS

A. Basic Setup
In this section, we introduced our proposed algorithms for ASF estimation. We assume that we have a collection of T i.i.d. noisy channel vectors typsq : s P rT su, where ypsq " hpsq`zpsq where zpsq " CN p0, N 0 Iq is the measurement noise and where hpsq is the channel vector produced by a group-sparse ASF γpξq. We denote the sample covariance of the noisy channel vectors by p Σ y " 1 T ř sPrT s ypsqypsq H . For the algorithm proposed in this section, we first approximate the ASF γpξq with a dictionary of rectangular pulses
where ψ g pξq " Rpξ´ξ g q with Rpξq being a rectangular pulse of width 2 G centered at 0, and where ξ g "´1`2 pg´1q G belongs to the uniform grid of size G over the set of AoAs r´1, 1s. Fig. 2 illustrates this dictionary.
The covariance matrix corresponding to the approximation (8) is given by
where Ψ g " ş 1 1 ψ g pξqapξqapξq H dξ is the covariance matrix corresponding to the rectangular pulse ψ g pξq. Note that for the ULA, all the matrices Ψ g are positive semi-definite (PSD) Toeplitz matrices.
B. Non-Negative Least Squares
To estimate the coefficients γ " pγ 1 , . . . , γ G q T in (8), we use the following optimization problem
where r Σpγq " ř G g"1 γ g Ψ g is given by (9) , where N 0 denotes the noise power, and where we assumed that all the coefficients of γ are positive.Since all the matrices Ψ g are Hermitian Toeplitz, denoting by ψ g the first column of Ψ g , we can write (10) equivalently as
where e 1 " p1, 0, . . . , 0q denotes the first canonical vector, where p σ is the first column of the matrix obtained by the Toeplizification (averaging over the diagonals) of p Σ y as
and where W is an MˆM diagonal matrix with diagonal elements p ? M , a 2pM´1q, a 2pM´2q, . . . , ? 2q T and takes into account the number of repetition of the elements in an MˆM Hermitian Toeplitz matrix. Finally, by defining b " Wp σ´N 0 rWs 1,1 e 1 and A " rWψ 1 , . . . , Wψ G s we can write (11) more compactly as the following Non-Negative Least-Squares (NNLS) problem
which can be efficiently solved with off-the-shelf optimization toolboxes (such as "lsqnonneg.mat" in MATLAB). NNLS in (13) has several interesting features [26, 27] that it promotes the sparsity of the coefficients γ without any need for additional sparsity-promoting regularizations such as 1norm traditionally used in CS algorithms such as the classical LASSO [28] . Also, the past literature starting with Donoho et al. [29] and more recent results illustrate that non-negativity constraint alone suffices to recover a sparse non-negative signal from under-determined linear measurements both in the noiseless [30] [31] [32] [33] and in the noisy [26, 27] case. It was shown in [27] that a necessary condition on the coefficient matrix A for NNLS to recover the sparse vector γ efficiently is that there exists a vector t P R M such that RerA T ts ą 0. Interestingly, in our case, this condition is immediately satisfied since the first row of the matrix A is given by
"
where Rpξq is the rectangular pules of width 2 G and centered at zero, introduced before. Hence, the necessary condition for NNLS is immediately satisfied by setting t " p1, 0, . . . , 0q T , which yields
C. Geometrically Consistent ASF Estimation Using Generalized NNLS
As we illustrate in our simulation results, NNLS indeed yields a very sparse solution for γ, thus, naturally favors ASFs that are sparse in the angular domain. However, NNLS does not necessarily yield group-sparse solutions. This problem is more evident when one increases the dictionary size G much beyond the number of antennas M to get a better approximation of the ASF since in that case the angular width of rectangular pulses ψ g pξq, given by 2 G , goes much below the spatial resolution Op 1 M q of the ULA. As a result, NNLS returns solutions that are highly spiky over the support of each scatterer, and are not necessarily group-sparse.
Let us explain this problem more in detail with the simple example of rectangular ASF illustrated in Fig. 2 . This figure also illustrates two possible ASF estimates. In the first, γpξq is approximated by a sparse set of coefficients γ ‹ 1 , which yields the estimated ASF γ ‹ 1 pξq. It is important to note that although γ ‹ 1 pξq is far from the original rectangular ASF γpξq, it yields almost the same covariance matrix as the original ASF γpξq when the rectangular pulses are sufficiently narrow (narrower than 1 M given by the angular resolution of the ULA). This is because the mapping from ASFs into covariance matrices in (3) is not one-to-one, and several ASFs apparently quite different from each other may yield very similar covariance matrices. In the second case, we consider another approximation of the ASF where the set of coefficients γ ‹ 2 is groupsparse but not as sparse as γ ‹ 1 in the first case. Intuitively speaking (and as checked via numerical simulations), the proposed NNLS algorithm is more likely to produce a vector of coefficients with sparsity pattern as in γ ‹ 1 than as in γ ‹ 2 , thus, it does not yield an ASF with a group-sparsity structure as in the original ASF γpξq (or γ ‹ 2 pξq). Our goal in this section is to modify the NNLS algorithm in order to enforce the desired group-sparsity structure. We first define
where e i denotes the i-th canonical vector in R G with 1 as its i-th component and 0 elsewhere. Note that for p " 1, P p consists of all canonical vectors in R G . In general, for any p, P p consists of all discrete rectangular pulses of width p and 2 norm equal to 1. Fig. 4 illustrates these pulses for G " 4.
We set a specific p 0 and define the discrete dictionary D p0 " Y p0 p"1 P p . Let γ P R G be the vector of positive coefficients in the original NNLS problem in (13) . We claim that by enforcing the sparse representation of γ over the dictionary D p0 , for some p 0 ě 2, we can promote the group-sparsity we aim to obtain. Let us fix a p 0 and let us define the size of the dictionary D p0 by D " |D| and the GˆD matrix consisting
NNLS Solution
Group-Sparse Solution of the elements of D by D. For any positive vector γ P R G , we define the sparse representation of γ over D p0 by αpγq " arg min
where we exploit the widely-adopted 1 -norm minimization to promote the sparsity of the representation αpγq. It is worthwhile to mention that in contrast with 1 -norm minimization for general sparse approximation, where the coefficients α in (19) can be positive or negative, here we use only positive coefficients α. The main reason is that the original vector γ and all the atoms of the dictionary have only positive coefficient and, as we will explain in the following, positivity of α imposes the group-sparsity structure we desire to have. For p 0 " 1, the dictionary D p0"1 " P 1 consists of only canonical vectors, thus, the sparsest representation of γ over D p0"1 in (19) will correspond to γ itself, hence, no groupsparsity structure can be imposed. For p 0 ě 2, however, we can illustrate that sparse representation over D p0 favors groupsparse vectors γ.
Let us show this by the following simple example. Let us set G " 4 and consider the following two vectors γ 1 " p2, 0, 2, 0q T " 2e 1`2 e 3 and γ 2 " p1, 1, 1, 1q T " e 1`¨¨¨`e4 (see, e.g., Fig. 3 ). For p 0 " 1, we can simply check that both vectors γ 1 and γ 2 have the same 1 -norm 4 over D p0"1 . Now let us consider p 0 " 2 and consider a larger dictionary D p0"2 " P 1 Y P 2 that consists of all discrete rectangular pulses of width 1 and 2. A simple calculation following (19) shows that the sparse representation of γ 1 in D is given by γ 1 " p2, 0, 2, 0q T " 2ˆp1, 0, 0, 0q T`2ˆp 0, 0, 1, 0q T . This is because γ 1 " p2, 0, 2, 0q T has a 0 between its two non-zero elements, thus, it cannot contain any discrete pulse of width 2 since each such pulse consists of two adjacent nonzero values. This implies that 1 -norm of γ 1 is equal to 4, thus, the same as its 1 -norm over the smaller dictionary D p0"1 .
For γ 2 " p1, 1, 1, 1q, in contrast, we can obtain the following sparse representation as the linear combination of two rectangular pules of width 2:
It is seen that the resulting sparse representation has the 1norm 2 ? 2, which is lower than the 1 -nomr of γ 1 over the smaller dictionary D p0"1 . This simple example clearly illustrates that promoting the sparsity of the vector of coefficients γ over D p0 for some p 0 ě 2 favors those γ having the groupsparsity structure.
Based on this simple observation we can alleviate the issue caused by NNLS (see, e.g., Fig. 3 ) as follows. We set a number p 0 ě 2 and define the corresponding dictionary D p0 and corresponding dictionary matrix D. We modify the previous NNLS algorithms where instead of solving (13) as
we solve the following optimization after incorporating (19) α ‹ " arg min αě0 }ADα´b} 2`ς }α} 1
where ς ą 0 is a regularization parameter, which together with 1 -norm regularization on α promotes the sparsity of α, and where afterwards we estimate γ ‹ as γ ‹ " Dα ‹ . It is important to note that since all the canonical vectors in the set P 1 are included in the dictionary D p0 , for all p 0 " 1, 2, . . . , for ς " 0, the NNLS (22) yields the solution of the original NNLS (13) . This can be seen simply by setting α ‹ equal to λ ‹ at the coordinates corresponding to P 1 and zero elsewhere. Therefore, by varying ς P r0, 8s we obtain a collection of ASFs with more and more group-sparsity. Although optimization problem (22) has the additional 1norm regularization, the following proposition shows that, due to the non-negativity of α, it can be still posed as an NNLS, which we call generalized NNLS in the following.
Proposition 1: Let α ‹ be the optimal solution of (22) and suppose that α ‹ " 0. Then, α ‹ is the optimal solution of
provided that ς 1 " ς 2}α ‹ }1 .P roof: For simplicity, let us define Φ " AD. Then, we can write the KKT conditions [34] for the optimizations as
where φ i denotes the i-th column of Φ and where β i ě 0 and β 1 i ě 0 are the KKT coefficients corresponding to the positivity of α in (22) and (23), respectively. Since α ‹ satisfies (22) , one can see that if α ‹ " 0 it also satisfies the KKT condition in (25) by setting β 1 i " β i and ς 1 " ς 2}α ‹ }1 . Since (23) is a convex optimization problem, this implies that α ‹ is also the optimal solution of (23) for the parameter ς 1 " ς 2}α ‹ }1 . Using Proposition (1), we can solve (23) rather than the 1norm regularized function in (22) . In particular, by introducing
where 1 " p1, . . . , 1q T denotes the all-1 vector, we can write (23) more compactly as the following NNLS
which similarly to (13) can be efficiently solved with off-theshelf optimization toolboxes. Criterion for choosing p 0 . It is worthwhile here to mention that the parameter p 0 controls the width of the group, that is, larger p 0 favors larger groups inside the support. For example, as we explained, for p 0 " 1 the dictionary D p0"1 is unable to force any group-sparsity structure in the sense that the vectors γ 1 " p2, 0, 2, 0q T and γ 2 " p1, 1, 1, 1q T , the former with a smaller group size and the latter with a larger group size, have the same 1 -norms. The 1 -norms, however, change for D p0"2 . It is not difficult to check that similarly p 0 " 2 is ineffective to capture group-sparsity for groups of size larger than 2. For example, two vectors γ 3 " p1, 1, 1, 1, 0q T and γ 4 " p1, 1, 0, 1, 1q T have the same 1 -norm of 2 ? 2 over D p0"2 although the former has a better group-sparsity than the latter. To incorporate this and promote larger group sizes inside the support, we need to increase p 0 . For example, setting p 0 " 3 and following similar steps, we can show that the 1 -norm of γ 3 and γ 4 in the dictionary D p0"3 would be 1`?3 " 2.7321 and 2 ? 2 " 2.8284. Therefore, it is seen that γ 3 , which has a better group-sparsity than γ 4 is favored in this new dictionary. In theory, by increasing p 0 one gets better group-sparsity at the cost of computational complexity since the size of dictionary D p0 , thus, the dimension of the vector α, grows proportionally to p 0 as
and ultimately approaching OpG 2 q for a full dictionary D p0"G . In practice, as we investigated with simulation results, selecting p 0 larger than G M does not give a significant improvement. Intuitively speaking, this is due to the fact that, the lack of group-sparsity (see, e.g., Fig. 3 ) emerges when G is very larger than M such that the width of the rectangular pulses is much below the angular resolution 2 M of the array. In those cases, the NNLS introduces a gap in the support of the group by creating zero elements in between. By setting p 0 to G M or larger, we make sure that this gap in support will not happen over any AoA interval of width smaller than the resolution of the antenna 2 M . This seems to be enough to alleviate the issue caused by NNLS. Our simulation results fully confirm this intuition.
III. A MACHINE LEARNING APPROACH USING DEEP NEURAL NETWORKS FOR GROUP-SPARSITY
Although the NNLS together with the group-sparsity regularization imposed through the dictionary D p0 , for some p 0 ě 2, seem to be an efficient approach to obtain groupsparse solution, it is not scalable in terms of complexity when the number of antennas and the size of rectangular pulsed grid G is quite large. Moreover, solving NNLS (13) and regularized NNLS (13) through iterative techniques in quite challenging in many implementation of massive MIMO. In this section, we propose a Machine Learning (ML) approach using Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) that tries to learn the notion of "group-sparsity" from training data. More specifically, rather than applying any regularization to promote group-sparsity as we did in the previous approach, we let the DNN learn and ultimately extract group-sparse solutions from the observation of the i.i.d. channel vectors. To be more specific, we consider the following steps. a. Training Data. We produce many ASFs with group-sparse structure as in (6) with different number of groups K P t1, 2, 3, 4u. Moreover, we assume that the continuous function γ k corresponding to the group k, k P rKs, is a pulse with a connected support of width chosen uniformly randomly in the interval r0, 0.3s, namely, we assume that the scatterers in the propagation channels have an angular width of at most 0.3. For each ASF γ inside this set, we compute the corresponding Toeplitz covariance matrix and extract the M -dim vector σ corresponding to the first column of the covariance matrix.
Recall that due to the Toeplitz structure, σ contains all information about the covariance matrix. Then, we produce a noisy versions of σ, denotes by r σ, and add the pr σ, γq as labeled sample to the training data, where γ denotes a discrete quantization (sampling) of γpξq over a uniform grid of size G. By repeating this for all the ASFs inside the group, we produce our training data. Note that we call pr σ, γq a labeled sample since we hope that after suitable training DNN be able to recover γ given the noisy samples r σ. b. Supervised Learning. We consider a supervised training using the labeled data tpr σ s , γ s q : s P rSsu where S denotes the number of training samples. We use these training samples to train a Deep Neural Networks (DNN). For training, we use the widely-adopted Stochastic Gradient Descend (SGD) with pγ, p γq " }γ´p γ} 1 as the loss function between the true γ and the estimate p γ generated by the network. c. Structure of DNN. One of the important factors affecting the performance of the ASF estimation using DNNs is the structure of the DNN consisting of the number of layers, the number of neurons in each layer, and the activation function of each layer. In this paper, we use a fully-connected network illustrated in Fig. 5 , with 5 layers consisting of 128, 256, 512, 1024, and 128 neurons, respectively, where the number of neurons 128 in the last layer corresponds to the grid size G " 128 we are adopting for ASF quantization. The activation function of the 4 initial layers is the RelU function x Þ Ñ maxtx, 0u. For the last layer we use the soft-max activation function, which for an input vectors px 1 , . . . , x G q T in the input produces the output as px 1 , . . . , x G q T Þ Ñ pe x 1 ,...,e x G q T ř G j"1 e x j where G " 128, denotes the grid size we use for the quantization of ASF. Note that the summation of the elements produced by softmax layer is always 1, which produces a normalized γ, i.e., ř G i"1 γ i " 1.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we perform numerical simulations to assess the performance of our proposed algorithm. We compare our method with the following algorithms: (a) SPICE [35] , (b) the well-known Burg's Maximum Entropy (BME) method for spectral estimation [36] , and the recently-proposed 2 -norm projection method [13] given by (7) . For all the simulations, we consider a Signal-to-Noise Ratio of 20 dB for noisy channel vectors. Fig. 6 illustrates the simulation results for different sampling ratios (number of samples per signal dim or number of antennas) T M . It is seen that the SPICE and also our proposed NNLS methods produce very sparse solutions but are not able to capture the group-sparsity structure.
Maximum Entropy method and 2 -norm projection, in contrast, produce almost group-sparse estimates although both are quite fluctuating over the support of the true ASF, and have quite large out-of-band components off the support. This is typically the main problem of classical power spectral estimation methods and also 2 -norm projection as they produce large ripples when the ASF has sharp transitions, which is the case with group-sparse ASFs we consider in this paper. This ripple-effect can be evidently seen from the simulation results.
Our proposed generalized NNLS, however, performs quite well: it estimates the support almost perfectly, and reproduces the amplitude of the ASF over the support quite precisely (although not perfectly) for large T M . Also, compared with NNLS and SPICE, it is able to capture the group-sparsity very well.
It is seen that DNN has an excellent performance much superior to that of other methods and also our proposed generalized NNLS. Note that we had trained DNN with K P t1, 2, 3, 4u clusters and the ASF we use for testing in this simulation has K " 2 clusters, thus, it belongs to the category of ASFs over which the DNN has been trained. And, it is seen that DNN is able to recognize the number of clusters of the ASF perfectly for T M " 4, 8. Although trivial, but we would like to emphasize that the ASF chosen for testing has been selected completely randomly, and in particular it does not belong to the training set. Over all, one can see that DNN is able to estimate the number of clusters, their support, and the amplitude of ASF over the support almost perfectly. 
